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RESEARCH ON EXPERT SYSTEMS

Bruce G. Buchanan'
Computer Science Department

Stanford University

1 INTRODUCTION: What Is An Expert System?

All Al programs are essentially reasoning programs. And, to the extent that they reason well about

a problem area, all exhibit some expertise at problem solving Programs that solve the Tower of Hanoi

puzzle, for example, reason about the goal state and the initial state in order to find "expert-

level"solutions. Unlike other programs, however, the claims about expert systems are related to

questions of usefulness and understandability as well as performance.

We can distinguish expert systems from other Al programs in the following respects:

Utility
Performance , .,.A,

Transparency

Designers of expert systems are motivated to build useful tools in addition to constructing programs

that serve as vehicles for Al research. This is reflected in the tasks chosen. Solving the Tower of

Hanoi puzzle, per se, is not a critical bottleneck in any scientific or engineering enterprise. But

integrating mathematical expressions and determining molecular structures are important problems

for scientists. Utility is the least important of the three criteria and is perhaps less definitional than a

personal bias about whether expertise on trivial matters constitutes expertise at all, In some cases a

task is chosen just because of its inherent importance. More often than not, a problem's significance

for Al research is also a factor now because expert systems are still constructed by researchers.

The hallmark of expert systems is high performance. Using weak methods to perform any useful

task requires expertise. And it requires skill on the part of the designer to shape these programs into
"world-class" problem solvers. Thus we see relatively few expert systems and those we do see
include considerable domain-specific knowledge codified over months or years. High performance

requires that the programs have not only general facts and principles but the specialized ones that

pported in part by DARPA contract MOA 903-80-C-0107, NSF grant MCS 7903753 and ONR contract
(,NOOO 1479-C-0302. The paper is based on an invited lecture at the AISB Summer Workshop. Amsterdam. July. 1980. Mike
"-enesreth. Doug-Lenat. Ed Feigenbaum, and Carroll Johnson provided helpful comments on an early draft. All members of

the Heuristic Programming Project at Stanford have contributed to the ideas reported here; my debt to them is substantial.
They are also partly responsible for errors in my thinking.
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separate human experts from novices. Unfortunately for all of us. specia3liZec .- -: Z=. includes

aimost by definition, knowledge that 's not codified in print. Thus high performance r-,s to be courted

with patience.

In addition to utility and performance, I have added transparency, or understandability, as a third

characteristic of expert systems. This separates Al programs from very good numerical algorithms. It

is not necessary that expert systems are psychological models of the reasoning of experts. However,

they must be understandable to persons familiar with the problem. Statistical pattern recognition

programs, for example, perform well on many important problems, but there is little illumination to be

gained from rehashing algebraic manipulations of Bayes' Theorem.

2 CURRENT STATE

MYCIN [Shortliffe, 19761 represents a prototype of "Level-i" expert systems in many respects

because it was built with the three criteria of utility, performance and transparency among its design

goals. in the decade or so before MYCIN, roughly 1965-1975, DENDRAL [Lindsay, et al., 1980) and

MACSYMA [Moses. 1971] were developed as working tools. Other medical Al programs were

developed then, most notably rIP (the MIT present illness program) [Pauker, et al., 1976), INTERNIST

[Pople, 1977], and the Rutgers GLAUCOMA program [Weiss, et al., 1978]. And three important

organic chemical synthesis programs [Corey & Wipke, 1969], [Wipke, et al., 1977], [Gelernter, et al.,

19771 were demonstrated as well. Several specialized programs were also developed for

mathematical and management science problems [Hearn, 1971], [Burstall, 1966 (a)(b)], [Kuhn &

Hamberger, 1963]. These tasks were chosen partly because of the value of their solutions and partly

because of the belief that complicated problem areas were more fruitful than "toy" problems for

studying complex reasoning, All of these were initially programmed more as a collection of

algorithms and tricks than as a coherent method working with a large body of knowledge.

Out of that early work we, the Al community, came to realize that separating domain-specific

knowledge from the problem solving methods was important and essential for knowledge base

construction and maintenance. With open-ended problems and i!;-defined bodies of knowledge, it

was obvious that building a knowledge base was more a matter of iteration and refinement than bulk

transfer of facts. This was clearly the case in Samuel's checkers program [Samuel, 19591 and

Greenblatt's chess program, [Greenblatt et al,. 1967] and became painfully clear early in the work on

DENDRAL. Thus a separate and simple representation of the domain-specific knowledge was

essential for successfully transferring expertise to a program. (In the-case of MACSYMA, vi-lually all

the knowledge is in the methods, so the distinction is not always a sharp one.)

~ £. -
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We also saw from this early work that transferring the judgmental ' nowledgze :2zts into a

program meant representing the concepts and problem solving methods that the ert use. Clever

shortcuts and elegant formalisms are worthless unless the experts can fit thetr ov.,r knowledge into

the framework provided by the designer. Only when a program's vocabulary is 'natural" to experts

can they help refine and augment the knowledge base to bring the system's performance up to their

own level of expertise.

We also learned that high performance tools will not be used if the interface to them is clumsy.

Since we needed a large amount of feedback to refine the knowledge base, we were obligated to pay

attention to human engineering issues as well as problem solving issues.

There has been much experimentation with different ways of representing knowledge. Productions

had been very successful in Waterman's poker playing and learning programs [W-Vaterman, 1970] and

had proved easy to manipulate in parts of DENDRAL. They fit the MYCIN problem [Davis, et al., 19771

well also. But we now realize that almost any uniform encoding of many, nearly-separate items cf

knowledge would have allowed us to achieve our goals. Almost any knowledge can be represented in

almost any formalism: the main issue is how easily the domain knowledge can be codified and

maintained.

Work on MYCIN, DENDRAL and other expert systems also showed the vaiue of a simple control

structure. It needs to be powerful enough for reasoning about complex problems. But it-cannot ;*-elf

be so complex that the expert cannot predict the effects of adding new items tc the knowledge taze

DENDRAL'S forward chaining, data-directed inference is preferable in this respect to MYCiN c

backward chaining, goal-directed inference.

In building useful expert systems, it was also seen to be necessary to consider more of tre ,'. "

environment, in which the program would ultimately be used. High performance is a necessary. but

not sufficient, aspect of usefulness. Human engineering issues are important for making the program

understandable, for keeping experts interested, for making users feel comfortable. Explanation, help

facilities and simple English dialog thus became important. INTERNIST recently incorporated a

display.oriented interface with menu selection, for example, to allow more flexible and natural use by

physicians (R. Miller, private communication]. Simple, non-heuristic utilities (e.g.. (Stefik, 19781) offer

extra capabilities beyond the main focus of the reasoning programs, but are necessary in the total

package offered to users. Speed of computation forced rewrites of HEARSAY [Lesser & Erman,

1977] to HARPY [Newell, 1978) and the DENDRAL hypothesis generator into CONGEN [Carhart, et al.,

19791. The whole environment also was seen to include knowledge acquisition and knowledge base

maintenance (Davis, 19761.
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One Cf the interesting featur.s of expert systems is their ability to reason under y This 's

essentia; for reasons of practiral utility, since there is no practical application in '. ,ch the data can

be guaranteed to be correct or complete as given. Moreover, in problem areas that are not fully

understood we cannot assume that the program's knowledge base is either correct or complete,

either in separate entries or as a whole.

SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

MISSING OR ERRONEOUS DATA

MISSING OR ERRONEOUS RULES

INACCURATE MODEL

The basic mechanism we have for coping with uncertainty in expert systems is to exploit

redundancy. If there are many redundant items of evidence that support the same conclusion, the

absence or incorrectness of a few of them will not seriously impair performance. Similarly, if (here are

many reundant reasoning paths to the same higher-level conclusion then the incorrectness of any

path car be mildly confusing but should not seriously throw the program off track.

CORRECTIONS FOR-UNCERTAINTY

REDUNDANT DATA

REDUNDANT RULES

EXPERTS' HEURISTICS

CAUTIOUS STRATEGY

Incomplete information is a particularly pervasive problem in empirical problems. Very often

programs halt when items are unknown; frequently, too, they ask the user for the missing items.

Some systems try to infer the missing information from available facts and relations. Default values

are used, too, either with subsequent validation or without. The defaults may be either fixed globally

or dependent cn the context, e.g., inherited from a parent node that describes the current context in

general terms. It is also possible for a program to guess at a plausible value - using heuristic

procedures to fill in a context-dependent value, rather than using a valje stated somewhere as a

default value. Another way of coping with incomplete information is to do the best one can without it.

MYCIN tries to infer a value for each relevant fact (or asks for it) but if the fact remains unknown, it

reasons to a "best guess" solution using the available facts. It too mny facts are missing it advises

the user that not enough is known about the case to make any reliable conclusions. CONGEN, too,

generates all solutions consistent with the available facts, even though there may not be enough
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known to fcrmulate a unique solution. McCarthy's work on circumscription is a ..- . ,Crcach to

these kinds of problems [McCarthy, 1980].

ACTIONS AVAILABLE TO COPE WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMAThOH

Stop Use Default
Ask Guess
Infer Skip and Use Available Information

PROSPECTOR [Duda, et al., 1978], INTERNIST, CONGEN and MYCIN, are among the best

examples of expert systems whose designs encompassed:

" uniform representation of knowledge,

" conceptually simple control structure,

" consideration of the environmen,: of use.

These were mostly done in the period 1975-1980 and thus can be talken as representative of the state

of the art of expert systems.

Expert systems crystallize many issues of Al by forcing attention to high performance, actual use,

and transparent lines ot reasoning. We do understand a little about choos:ng problem areas that

match the current state of the art. As Feigenbaum has written rFeigenbaum. 1977] one of the most

critical questions is whether there is an expert available and willing to spend time deve!oping and

debugging the knowledge base. Also, the problem should be one which is interesting to the excert

(not algorithmic or trivial or already totally understood). At the same time, the probiemn mLst

constrained: neither involving an indefinite number of common sense concepts and facts about th

world nor involving a very large number of objects and relations in the problem area itself. Yl" C;r,. Kr

example, needs for meningitis about a dozen types of objects (some with multiple instances, such as

multiple infections), about 200 attributes associated with those objects, each with 2-100 values (many

are yes/no attributes). MYCIN, "knows" 450 rules that relate sets of object-attribute-value triple, and

another 500-1000 individual facts stored as definitions (e.g., E.coli is gram-negative), lists (e.g., the list

of normally sterile sites), and relations (e.g., the prescribed drug for streptococcal infections is usually

penicillin).

The state of the art of expert systems technology is advancing, but to be quite realistic we need to

look at existing limitations as well as potential power. The following table lists many characteristics of

what can currently be done.

,,ibL *1

" -- i .... ~~. -n,' ' , 
' "

...... .. . .. . , -,_ . -
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EXPERT SYSTEMS: STATE OF THE ART

" NARROW DOMAIN OF EXPERTISE

" LIMITED LANGUAGE FOP- "XPRESSING FACTS AND RELATIONS

* LIMITING ASSUMPTIONS AF'.:'T PROBLEM AND SOLUTION METHODS (HELP
REQUIRED FROM A "KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER")

" STYLIZED I/O LANGUAGES

" STYLIZED EXPLANATIONS OF LINE CF REASONING

* LITTLE KNOWLEDGE OF OWN SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

" KNOWLEDGE BASE EXTENSIBLE BUT LITTLE HELP AVAILABLE FOR !NITIAL DESIGN
DECISIONS

" SINGLE EXPERT AS "KNOWLEDGE CZAR"

The domain of expertise cannot grow too large because we lack efficient means for building and

maintaining large knowledge bases. Donald Michie [private communication] estimated that the

average rate of growth for a knowledge base for his AL,,'X system is about two rules per weeK. by the

time errors are found and corrected. MYCIN'S knowledge base was constructed and debugged over

two years, so the rate is comparable. Thus an expert system cannot now cover more than a narrow

slice of a domain. The most notable exception is INTERNIST, for which the krn.owiedge base covers

about 500 disease diagnoses or about 30% of internal medicine H. Pople. private communication].

However, this represents a full time commitment for an expert internist. Dr. JacK Meyers. and several

colleagues and students over a period of ove, ten years. Also. it reresents a strategy to cover

internal medicine in more breadth than depth, using a relatively shallow set of associations between

disease states and manifestations.

The representation languages that are available are still limited. Once a commitment is made to a

framework, eg., a hierarchy of objects, it is inevitable that experts will find relations that are difficult to

express in that framework. Ad hoc programming removes this difficulty: a clever programmer can find

a way to encode anything an expert wants to say. But the loss of uniformity is too high a price to pay

for removing the constraint, for an ad hoc knowledge base rapidly becomes unmanageable,

Just as an expert needs help understanding the representational framework, he/she also needs

help understanding the problem solving methods used by the program. Someone who is familiar with

both the program and the domain, a so-called "knowledge engineer", must provide that help.

- ._,_, "A
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Input/output languages and interfaces are impro,,Ing, but most are stlil j. : ' . rather

inflexible. !n Level-1 systems. the emphasis has been more on demonstr':, ._ >.Zcuacy of the

knowledge bases than on acceptability and ease of use. Understanding tctall ,:o'.nstrained English

text is not yet possible, even in technical domains [Bonnet, 1979].

The explanations, too, are stylized. MYCIN, for example, unwinds its goal stack to explain wh) it

needs a piece of information, and does so in the same way for every user. This offers some insight,

but is not aJways acceptable.

Neither the utility programs for knowledge base constructon nor the reasoning rrcgrams

themselves contain much knowledge about their own assumptions and limitatons. They offer tittle

guidance about the appropriateness of new problems or the boundaries of their own expertise. One

of the marks of wisdom, Socrates told us repeatedly, was knowing -.,hen not to claim expertise.

As just mentioned, knowledge bases are constructed laboriously. Several research groups have

considered the problem of automating knowledge base construction, or writing routines that carry on

a dialog with an expert to elicit knowledge without the help of a knowledge engineer. So far, however.

these activities are successful only when the program contains an initial framew.-orm to build on.

Although it is desirable to have several experts contributing to a knowledge base, we are currently

limited in our ability to maintain consistency among overlapping :ems. Except for blatant

contradictions, the incompatibilities are too subtle !or a program to catch. or a knlcvedqe encineer

either. So, currently, a single expert must coordinate and monitor the contributons to a knowledge

base to insure quality as well as consistency.

In addition to the programs and task areas already mentioned, several otners rave ,elped define or

extend the concept of expert systems. For example, in the following task areas (and more) expert

systems have been constructed and described: computer system configuratn (J1. McDermctts R1

program), automatic programming [Barstow, 1979], physics problems [Novak, 1970 Bundy, et al.,

19791, chess [Wilkins, 1980], tutoring or ICAI [Brown, et al., 1975: Clancey. 1979. software

consultation [Genesereth, 1978], electronics debugging [Sussman, 19751, protein structure

determination [Engelmore & Terry, 19791, signal interpretation [Nii & Feigenbaum, 19781, visual scene

understanding [Brooks, et al., 1979].



3 DIRECTIONS OF FUTURE WORK

Much of the new work on expert systems must necessarily be extensicns cf 0.- .crK on problem

soiving, controlling search and inference, representing facts and relations a.;c,-t the wor'd,

understanding language and visual scenes, and so forth. In fact, all Al researcri is relevant for

constructing and understanding expert systems. Thus the representation and control issues

discussed over the last 25 years will continue to recur in expert systems. The Logic Theorist 'Newell,

et al., 19571 was presented to the scientific community in 1957; the Advice Taker in 1958, [McCarthy.

19631 Samuel's checkers program [Samuel, 1959] in 1959; and ,Minsky s structuring of Al in 1961

[Minsky, 19611. These, and other, early papers have not been outdated. The issues remain with us,

and insofar as expert systems are constructed by persons whose primary interest is Al, they will

continu.,. to provide us with new wrinkles on old problems.

3.1 REPRESENTATION AND CONTROL

In the immediate future, expert systems will be severely constrained until we understand better how

to represent and reason with many kinds of concepts, including the following:

Causal Models Propositional Attituces and Modalities
Strategies Conflicts in P!ans, Slrategces and Methods
Expectations and Default Knowledge Multiple Scurces of Expertise
Temporal andSpatial Continuity Parallel Processing
Plans and Approximations Multiple Sources of Knowledge
Abstraction and Hierarchies Learning from Experience
Ana!og:es {Formulating and Using) Focus of Attention on Facts & Pe!ations

None of the items in this lost represents a shift in emphasis, or anything that would not have been

familiar to the participants of the 1956 Dartmouth Conference [Feigenbaum, 1979]. Many are found in

the early papers cited. For each of the issues listed above there has already been substantial work.

The point of listing them is to emphasize that much more needs to be done to progress from Level-I

to Level-2 systems. In particular, what are the alternatives available for representing and using. th'ese

concepts. and under what conditions should we choose one over another? To a very large extent the

proof of effective representations of these concepts must lie in their use for high performance

problem solving. The concepts are discussed very briefly below.

Causal Models --- The best work in casual reasoning has been in systems developed for analysis

of small electronic circuits and simple physical devices (e.g., [deKleer, 1979, Rieger & Grinberg,

1977]. We have much to learn about exploiting causal models of physical and biological devices and

coupling the models with other knowledge.

9 .9.



Strategies Wth a cauticus problem so!ing strategy. all releva t. avaiat -

all relevant inference rules (in a data-driven system) in a aqu' ., Cir --'.- ' "n,, facts and

inference rules are ignored because they seem less relevant. We want a :_,c;-m s strategy to be

sensitive to the problem solving context. And it needs to be representec e,2 ,c: and flexibly enough

to be scrutinized and modified. Meta-rules in a MYCIN-like system [Davis & buchanan. 1977] are one

way to encode strategies, and use them. What alternatives exist? What are the strengths of each?

Expectations and Default Knowledge -.. In complex or open-erided comains we need to be

able to make assumptions about the world rather than express all we knov, explicitly. Non-monctonic

logic (e.g., [Doyle, 19801) offers one paradigm. Frames can be used to represent .vhat is kncwn about

"typical" members of classes and used to store expectations for comparison ,vth observed data (see

[Minsky, 1975], [Aikins, 1980].

Temporal Continuity -.- Reasoning over time requires different representations and mechanisims

(e.g., feedback) than static analysis of a situation (see [Fagan. 19801) Some information decays in

certainty or value as it grows older.

Spatial Continuity .- Most work on representing 3-dimensional models of oojects is done in the

context of vision systems in which a representation of a scene is the final goal. Expert systems need

to be able to use those representations"to reason efficiently about scenes (see [Kuipers, 1976]).

When there are thousands or millions of facts like "the leg bone is connected to the anKle bcre".a

diagram offers great economies.

Plans and Approximations -.. The planning method in GPS is to solve an approximate. more

general, problem than the g'ven one and then use the solution as a guide for corstructing the cesired

solution. In NOAH [Sacerdoti, 1974] and MOLGEN [Stefik. 1980: Friedland. 19EC] planning exploits

abstraction hierarchies and constraints. Sussman [Sussman. 1975] has explored how debugging a

plan can lead to a problem solution. Most work on planning has been research done for its own sake.

Expert systems need to incorporate those methods and more.

Abstractions and Hierarchies -.- Many systems represent and use abstractios and hierarchies.

But there is little understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of various technicues. For example.

different kinds of inheritance in representation languages [Brachman, 19771 are available but we

don't know which to recommend for a new problem without trying some. Diagrams are abstractions

of considerable heuristic value that we do not know how to exploit (see (Gelernter, 19591).
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Analogies -- Analogical reasoning is generally regarded as a pcv,erfui me.w : ; ." esir'g

h'pctheses when more constrained generators fail to produce satisfactory ores ..a:- ing loose

analogies is relatively easy but finding those that are useful for a sPecifiea purose is difficult. Using

analogies productively is also difficult. Winston's frame-based program finds similarities in stories

ano situations [Winston. 1979]; Kling exploited structural similarities between an old and new theorem

to suggest an economical set of axioms for a resdution theorem prover to use on the new theorem

[Kling, 1971].

Propositional Attitudes and Modalities ... Common-sense reasoning and proClerm solving in

open-ende3 domains often require inferences about believing, inowing, wanrng ano other concepts

that Co not necessarily preserve truth value under substitution of equals for equals [McCarthy, 19771.

For example, it may be true that John believes Venus is the Evening Star and rot true that Jonn

believes Venus is the Morning Star (although they are one and the same). !t is also necessary, to

reason with modal operators such as necessity and possibility.

Conflict in Plans, Strategies and Methods --- As knowledge bases grow larger and planning

becomeF more complex, we can expect multiple conflicts in planning and problem solving. Are all

methoCs for resolving conflicts ad hoc, domain-dependent rules or are there cereral pr;nciples we

can use?

Multiole Sources of Knowledge ... The expertise available to an expert system may have to be

gathered or stored as spearate "packages", or it may be desirable to do so. The Slackboard model

derived from HEARSAY provides one useful framework [Nii & Aiello, 1979]. Maintaining consistency

in the whole knowledge base, or coping with inconsistency during reasoning, a'. problems that still

require solutions when working with many knowledge sources.

Parallel Processing .-. As tasks increase in complexity and knowledge bases grow in size, expert

systems will need to find methods for increasing efficiency. Some problems require distributed

control just to avoid the risk of failure of the central processor. Other problems involve inherently

parallel subproblems. Distributing the problem solving across many processors is economically

feasible but we lack experience in making it work (see [Smith, 1978] [Lesser & Corkill, 1978]).

Learning from Experience ... There has been little progress on methods for improving

performance in light of past experience [Buchanan, et al., 1978]. Samuel's work was a tour-de-force

that other work has not approached, Any kind of learning still requires special purpose programs.

Almost every conceivable expert system can benefit from past experience, at the least from simple

records of past successes, and failures.

A



Focus of Attention on Relevant Facts and Reatons ... As *,ne ze- ' e

noreases. probiem solvers need conlext-sensitive rnecianisms for fccussng a:' ' :~a m

prciem and parts ct the knowledge base that appear most fruitfui Po,,e. 1977 t.'any methoocs n7ave

been tried but we have little understanding of their relative merits.

In addition to representing and using the general concepts in the above ;ist 'and many ctriers

besides) future work on expert systems will involve other issues arisnrg mo-re relyfrom the wcrK. on

expert systems. Because of the increased emphasis on iarge -.nowie--ge bases. the :three .s:,.es Cf.

explanation, acquisition, and validation are becoming crtlica issues for ex :er* s-istems. v. -e

would not have surorised Al researchers ;n 1956, their r:mpcrarce seemrs :* 1: -a'.e zoe-n '-ily

anticipated. Also, we are beginning to see more interest !r ex:per:mental ion A!..: 2 rogra-ns. These

tour topics will be discussed briefly in turn, foilowed by a shor, discussocn of tthe cfcut f cf.Ocsn-

a framre,.vork for problem solving.

3.2 EXPLANATION

Explanation is important for an expert system because users ,anirc* axecled *o.r-,c' or

understand the whole program. The users are seeking h el. from-':-- moas ewn

advice about their probiemn and will take some action based o~: ~:a t c hy*Ut e

resoonsible for :he actions, in many cases. Therefore they need *C be -=,!e to u nderstanc mne rat:onal

basis for the programs: decisions.

An important -source of explanatory descriptions :s a reccrc! of ,vhia! cata anC hvypc,,nese:-

reasoning program has considered. Merely keecoing a -!aborator nctecooK,'' of sois. ic af,

in making the reasoning transparent [Buchanan. 1979]. Cne K~rc of interactive exolana ticr s

question answering [Scott, et al., 1977]. But while answering Quesnons abc2,, the contents o' m-e

knowledge base is necessary, it is not sufficient for giving users the information they needl. In

cnmplicated cases the difficulty many lie more in hlow the program uses what it k~nows than, in v.rat it

knows [Swartout, 19771. Thus the user needs to be able to understand the line of reasoning.

In the MYCIN example in the appendix, part of the dialog contains the prompt for information about

burns, for which the user might request an explanation. The response to a 'why?' questinn is

MYCIN'S reason wily a fact is needed to complete the line of reasoning. In effect, X is needed

because then I can conclude Y, already having established other facts that are contained ':.ith X in a

rule. Work on explanations in MYCIN assumes that the user needs to know specific rules in the

knowledge base which have been invoked. It does not take account of individual differences in users'



qua fica.:,, ns or different purposes for asking a question 4n the trs, pace A smc"-- *:,e that can

determine anc e' ;,loit those differences can provide more helpful explanations :. i ."g a tutor for

MYCIN'S Kn-owledge base. called GUIDON [Clancey, 1979], we found that stucet reened more than

the conditionai rules to understand what is going on. They needed some of the causal descriptions

that justified the rules in order to make sense of them and remember them. Thus we conclude that a

knowledge base caoable of producing excellent results may, nonetheless, be less than satisfactory

for pedagogy.

3.3 KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

Knowledge acc.uisiztion has become recognized as an issue With expert systems ,because it has

turned out to be difficult and time ccnsuming. DENDRAL, for example, was orgInally "custom-

crafted" over many years. tts knowledge of cnemistry was carefully molded from material provided by

chemists and then cemented into place, We rewrote large parts of the system as the knowledge base

changed. After .-oing this a few times we began looking for ways to increase the rate of transfer of

chemistry expertise from chemists into the program. MaKing procedures highly stylized and

dependent on global parameters was a first step, but still required programmers to write new

procedures. DENDRAL'S knowledge of mass spectrometry was finaily codified in production rules.

Once the vocabulary and syntax for the knowledge base are fixed, the process of knowledge

acquisition can be speeded considerably by fitting (sometimes forcing) new knowledge into the

frameworK. A programmer, whose title in this role is "knowledge engineer", is still required to explain

the program's framework to the expert and to translate the expert's problem solving knowledge into

the framework. This is about as far as we have come in building expert systems.

There have been prototype dialog programs that communicate with an expert to provide some of

the same help that the knowledge engineer provides. One of the most ambitious, to date, is

TEIRESIAS [Davis, 1976,] but even it is limited to helping debug and fill out a knowledge base that

has already been largely codified.

Ultimately it would be desirable to have a program learn from nature, as scientists do. As

mentioned above, the state of induction programs is not up to widespread use for constructing

knowledge bases. However, prototype programs (e.g., [Mitchell, 1977]) again point to future

directions for research on expert systems.

An interactive editor that prompts for values of necessary slots is a starting place for a knowledge

A
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acc.~tion system. but it is not the fina! prcduct. When a ",no. .ecg-e en.inee- per,

he,"she is not passive but:

1. interprets and integrates the expert's answers to questions:

2. draws analogies to help the expert structure the domain or remember important aspects
of the domain;

3. poses counter-examples and raises conceptual difficulties.

The most di'ficult aspect of knowledge acquisition is helping the expert structure the domain

initially. Because the knowledge acquisition system has no ccrrain-specific ,r'c,.vlecge at tne

beginning (by definition), the system can only rely on gencral kncwledge about the strucure of

knowledge bases and specific examples of other knowledge bases as wel! as ,.,hat the exper , says

about the new domain. The knowledge acquisition system has to contain, or have access to. 'he

structure, assumptions, and limitations of the inference mechanism that will use the new knowledge.

MYCIN, again, assumes that rules are structured from fact triples, that the rules ,iil be used to :nfer

values of attributes of a primary object, and so forth.

Maintainirg a large knowledge base will be every bit as difficult as constructing it in the first place.

With problems having no closed solutions, the knowledge base of an expert system should cerainly

change as experts accumulate more experience and develop new techniques. In mecicine, for

example, new measuring devices make it possible to detect new states or quantify known a,-rameters

more precisely. New microbiological agents are discovered as well as new drugs to treat them.

Maintenance may mean actively seeking problems in the knowledge base that need at-er:

There may be gaps, where some of many possible combinations of conditions are covered, but -C: --I'

There may be overlapping items in the knowledge base, leading to inconsistent or "ed-rdar

conclusions. Or items may become outdated. An intelligent maintenance system should have both

the syntacic and semantic knowledge needed to assign blame to specific items in the knowledge case

that appear to be responsible for ,oor performance and to suggest modifications.

The problems of knowledge base maintenance become more difficult when two or more experts

contribute to the knowledge base. In MYCN, although several physicians contributed, only one

physician at any one time could make changes. Thus all recommendations for change went to a

knowledge base "czar" who decided how to maintain consistency.

A
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3.4 VALiDATION

Expert systems are beginning to move from the research and development n-: the maret

place. JACSYI .A DENDRAL and NOLGEN all have serious users who art-- Cnf iceiY coupled to

the designers of the programs. Under these circumstances, the developers are expected to provide

some objective demonstration that a program performs as well as they claim.

Anyone who has constructed a complex reasoning program knows how difficult it is to anticipate

unusual requests and error conditions. We want expert systems to provide assistance in a broad

range of unanticipated situations-- that is the strength of an Al approach. eut we a-;so want to prov.:--

assurance tc prospective users that tne programs will perform well.

Convincing the external community is different from convincng insiders. insiders can examine

code and perform 3eca,:,(en experiments that carry as much weight as stat;stics. For the external

community, howe~er. we need to develop our own equivalents of rat studies and clinical trIals for

programs, such as those that new drugs are subjected to. Empirical proof is the best we can hope

for: sometirmes actual use is the most vie can point to [Buchanan & Feigenbaum, 19781.

,MYCN is one program whose performance has been externaly validated. There have been

different emprical studies of MYCN'S performance, each. simpler than the last but all of them time

consuming. In the last of these [Yu, et al., 19791 we were trying to determine how outsid.- experts

compared MYCIN'S final conclusions with conclusiors of iocal experts and other physicians. Ten

meningitis cases .,ere selected ranComly and their descriptions were presented to seven Stanford

physicians and one student. We asr-ed them to give their therapy reccmmendations for each case.

Then we collected all recommendations, together with MYCIN'S recommendation for each case and

the actual therapy in a 1 C x 10 matrix ten cases eacn vith ten therapy recommendations. We asKed

a panel of eight experts not at Stanford to give each recommendation a zero if, in his opinion, it was

unacceptable for the case and a cne if the recommendat:on was acceotable. They did not know

which, if any. reccmmendation came from a computer. The results are snown in the following table.

&
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RATINGS BY 8 EXPERTS ON 10 MENINGITIS CASES
PERFECT SCORE = 80 *

MYCIN 52 ACTUAL THERAPY 46
FACULTY-1 50 FACULTY-4 44
FACULTY-2 48 RESIDENT 36
INF. DS. FELLOW 48 FACULTY-5 34
FACULTY-3 46 STUDENT 24

Unacceptable Therapy = 0, Equivalent Therapy or Acceptable Alternate = 1

The differences between MYCIN'S score and the scores of the !nfectous cisease experts at

Stanford are not significant. But we can claim to have shown that MYCIN'S recommendations were

viewed by outside experts to be as good as the recommendations of the local experts and alt of those

better than the recommendations of physicians (and the student) v-rno are not meningitis exoerts.

So far, I have reviewed many outstanding problems of expert system work. All of these are

motivated in one way or another by the three parts of the definition or expert systems I gave initially:

HiGH PE&RFORM ANCE .-- obviously requires careful attention to the 7eresentaticn of knowledge,

methods of inference and validation that the program does perform well.

UTILT .--- requires a large body of Knowledge about a prcblem of siqn~ficant size or difficult- and

thus requires careful attention to knowledge acquisition and -ncwledge base maintenance.

TRANSPARENCY .-. requires explanation programs using high-level concerts and mcoels fam

to the user. That can tell a user what the program knows, how it uses its knowledge. and wh,

reasons as it does.

In addition to the problems just discussed, two other outstanding issues are beginning to influence

work on expert systems but have had little influence to date. The first :ssue, or perhaps project, is

experimentation with existing Al systems. The second is choosing a problern-solving framework.

3.5 EXPERIMENTATION

Al is an empirical science, as Newell and Simon have argued convincingly [Newell & Simon, 1976I.

The data we work with are programs: the conclusions we hope to draw from studying them include

understanding the phenomenon of intelligent action itself. One reason to construct expert systems is

to replace arguments about what computers can do by demonstrations. Physicians, chemists, and
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problems These anoA otner Al -programs consttte caza :ctnts. ofne'ne their

meti-ocs than becuase of 'heir task.s.

We have generalized from the data presented but we have almost :otally ignored the value of

controlled experiments The collection of papers on 'he GPS eoteriments "Ernst & Newell, 19691,

represent the most systematic sets of experiments undertamen in -; S~it .ve must thinK still more

about experimenting with the :orograms we Zspend so muc' lilne uun,1!r.; At thits time t ' ar no ven

veri good at formulating preccse ques:ions that carne isen±.' rtI

Eventually we %,:l be able to .o Cut a1 taxonomy of procleins a!ri I !axonc--., of solution methods.

Newell and Simon nave taken us farthest in this d..irection [Ne.-,tel. 1~3,Out tney will undoubtedly

agree we still have .ess than perfec: understanding of Cur cis50.pnC .%'n tne, *axconmes exst, then

we can begin deveioping criteria th6at iet us determine the cest rne--oo 'c' a gven Priem

Because constr uction of expert systems and experimentation mNith themn are coth verv ex-en:ive at

the moment, -ve are beginning toc see a trend towvard design tools for 'Y:oer! s',sterns. These are tools

that help a person design and build an expert system within a giv en 'farewcrk. By setting up the

framevworK anoi providing some knowiedge engineering heip, the design system zan speed up the

construction, or modification, of an expert system. Such systems can alsc speec Lup our experim)ents

with existing systems.

EMYCIN [vanMelle. 1WSC1 is one -zuch design systemn that helps a person design and Quild a MYCIN-

like expert system. The name stands for "essential MYCIN". the M'YC!N system without the medical

Knowledge. It assumes that production rules are an appriopriate representation framework for a

person's new knowledge base ond t.hat a bacK vard~chaining, ;rgoal-directed, interpreter is an

appropriate inferencea mechanism. if a new problem can be set up) as a prcblem of gathering

evidence for anc against aiterrative hypotheses that define suocoals for uWt~rately satisfy rig the

major goal then EMYC:N is likely to provide some help in constructing an initial prototype expert

system to solve the pDroblem.

EMYCIN provideps some assistance in structuring a person's knowlea,1Pge about a problem. This

means finding out about the main kinds of objects in the domain and their relationships. What is the

primary object about which the expert system should offer advice -a patient, a corporation, an

automobile, a computer' What are its parts, and their sub-parts? Also, EMYCIN needs to know about

the attributes of those objects and possible values. A computer's manufacturer, a patient's age, a
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corporation's size, for example are relevant attributes for most probleins invc ray

objects. EMYCIN expects that goals are stated as finding plausibie values for c-> '?,:rizutes.

After EMYCIN has helped a designer build a new knowledge base, and thus _nnev expe!- systemn, it

interprets the knowledge base with the inference engine. These two main functions are shown

schematically in the figure below. In addition, the rules in the knowledge base can also be cornp))ed

into a decision tree for more efficient execution.

THE EMYCIN SYSTEM

SYSTEM0 DESIGN E )
exiperlise etug-,*( teectacyK

Knovwledge BS.se J______
Construction Aids

EMYCIN Knowledge

Consultcation

c2se dal. advice

CLIENTD

Some of the experimental expert systems developed in EMYCIN are PUFF (see [Feigenbaum,

1977]), SACON [Bennett & Engelmore. 1979], and consultants for computer system debugging,

nutrition, ps'ycho- pharmacology, nervous disorde~s, and circuit debugging.

Other similar design tools are OPS4 [Porgy & McDermott, 1977) at Carnegie- Mellon, Hearsay-III

(Balzer, et al., 19801 at 151. AGE [Nii & Aiello, 1979] at Stanford, EXPERT [Weiss & Kulikowski, 19791

written at Rutgers, XPRT [Steels, 1979] at MIT, and RITA & ROSIE at RAND rAnderson & Gillogly,
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1973]. epresentaticn languages sucr, as KRL [ECobrow & Winograd. 1977] C.. .C::.:. is. et al.,

1977], and the UNITS package [Stefik, 1979] have similar motivations of making ::r. ,enient to build

a new- knowledge base, without locking the designer into an interpreter for it.

3.6 CHOOSING A FRAMEWORK

The last outstand;ng issue is the well-known problem of choosing the right framework for solving a

problem before searching for a solution [Amarel, 1968]. Problem solving can be viewed as a two

stage process:

* Choose a language, L

* Select the best solution within L

We are beginning to understand how to use heuristic methods to find and select solutions to

problems within a given problem solving framework. If expert systems can also suggest new

frameworks for solving problems, then they will be useful aids for theory construction as well as for

hypothesis formation within an existing theory.

When MYCIN gathers evidence for alternative hypotheses, the choices are fixed in advance in the

vocabulary of the rule set and object-attribute value triples. When CONGEN generates chemical

structures. it describes them in a given vocabulary of labelled, planar graphs. Extending the

vocabular, to include some 3-dimensional information has been and still is a task cf great magnitude.

When META-DENDRAL proposes rules that codify data, it does so within a fixed and very limited

vocabulary.

One of the criticisms of sceptics is that Al programs are not yet touching "real science". This must

be false - other-wise only Galileo, Newton, Einstein and a few others could be called real scientists.

But the objection is right in one respect: we do not have Al methods for searching a space of

frameworks the way we search a space of hypotheses.

Lenat's program, AM [Lenat, 19761, generates new mathematical terms by combining old terms in

interesting ways. It is continually expanding its framework, given in the initial concepts of number

theory with which it starts. J.S. Brown wrote a concept formation program [Brown, 1972], that added

new predicates to cover interesting partitions of the data it noticed. The BACON program [Langley,

1979] defines new concepts from old ones in order to reduce the combinatorics of its search.

Although there is much more to the introduction of new theoretical terms in science, these

redefinitions offer considerable savings in reducing the number of terms to consider. The heuristics
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of when to introduce a new "macro", in this sense, still needs to be much better L"- Be'yond

that, though, will be the Level-Ill expert systems that can aid scientists by intrcc¢c; ,r e theoretical

terms into existing languages and creating new explanatory languages.

4 CONCLUSION

Al is still very much in the so-called "natural-history" stages of scientific activity in which

specimens are collected, examined, described, and shelved. At some later time a theory will be

suggested that unifies many of the phenomena noticed previously and will provide a framework for

asking questions. We do not now have a useful theory. The vocabulary that we use to describe

existing systems is more uniform and useful than it was a decade ago, however. And the questions

that we pose in the context of one program are sometimes answered in another.

Expert systems will provide many more data points for us over the coming years. But it is up to

everyone in Al to do controlled experiments, analyze them, and attempt to develop a scientific

framework in which we can generalize from examples. At the moment we ourselves lack the

vocabulary for successful codification of our own data.

II
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APPENDIX -MYCIN EXAMPLE

1 Overview

MYCIN EXAMPLE

MYCIN [Shortliffe, 1974] [Davis, 1975] is an interactive
system designed to offer expert-level medical advice about patients
with acute infections. Its overall design is shown in the figure

Intormation on Physician Knowledge
New Case Requesting Advice Base

MYCIN

Diagnostic and Therapeutic Advice

MYCIN'S knowledge is stored as fact-triples with associated degrees of
certainty and as conditional rules relating facts, as shown in the
following figures.

Fact Triple:
The X of Y is Z (with CF certainty)

Rule:
IF FACT, and FACT2 and ..... & FACT n
Then Conclude FACTO

RULE300

[This rule applies to all cultures and suspected infections, and is tried in
order to find out about the organisms (other than those seen on
cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection]

If: 1) The infection which requires therapy is meningitis, and
2) The patient does have evidence of serious skin or soft tissue

infection, and

A



3) Organisms were not seen on the stain of the culture.
4) The type of tne infection is bacterial

Then: There is evioence that the organisms (other than trse teen on
cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection is
staphylococcus-coag-pos (.75) streptococcus-group-a (.5)

Author: YU

Literature: G. Karalazin "Sickle-cell anemi'a - CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
IN 100 PATIENTS" AmJMedSci 269:51 1975.

E. Barret-Connor "Acute pulmpnary disease and sickle-cell anemia"
ARRO 104:159 Aug 1971.

M. Robinson "Pneumococcal meningitis in sickle-cell anemia"."EJM
274:1006 1966.

2 Infectious Disease Consultation Session

[User's responses follow double asterisks]

--------- PATIENT-538-------
1) Patient's name:
s PT538
2) Age:
so 34 YEARS
3) Sex:
"" MAEL

%MALE
4) Race:
so CAUCASIAN

Please supply one answer under each heading. If your response is not
understood, you will be prompted by the standard questioning method,
(enter ? for normal prompting, * for questions that are not applicable).

Please enter the results of positive cultures using the following table.

site culture date datel methodl
number collected positive of collection

[urinesputum only]
5)-'DONE

Please enter the results of pending cultures in the following table.

site culture date staint method of I
number collected examined collection

[urine.sputum only]

6)-- CSF 1234 30-Jan-77 YES

stain of morphi
smear
(type DONE if no organism was seen on-the smear]

.A
9!
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7)-DONE

[Considering organisms (other than those isolated from cultures) which might
be present...]

14) Has Pt538 recently had symptoms of persistent headache or other
abnormal neurologic symptoms (dizziness, lethargy, etc.)?

YES
15) Has Pt538 recently had objective evidence of abnormal neurologic

signs 'nuchal ridigity, coma, seizures, etc.) documented by
physician observation or examination?

40 YES

The CSF cultures will be considered to be associated with MENINGITIS.
16) Please give the date on which clinical evidence (symptoms, signs, or

laboratory tests) of the meningitis first appeared,
" 29-Jan-77 22:15

19) Does Pt538 have any cutaneous lesions or rash on physical examinatior
"" NO

20) Does Pt538 have evidence of ocular nerve dysfunction?
"" NO

21) Is Pt538 a compromised host (e.g. alcoholic, sickle-cell-disease,
immunosuppressed)?

00 YES
22) Is Pt538 immunosuppressed (e.g. corticosteroid therapy, cytotoxic

drug therapy, radiation therapy, leukemia. lymphoma)?
00 NO

23) For how many days has Pt538 had abnormal neurologic signs?
00 7.2 HOURS
24) For how many days has Pt538 had neurologic symptoms?
00 1 DAYS
25) Has Pt538 had recent evidence of tender or enlarged salivary glanc
" NO
26) Has Pt538 been exposed to any contagious disease recently (e.g.

meningococcal disease, mumps) ?
00 NO

Please enter CSF findings in the following table

CSF Percent Protein CSF Peripherall
WBC PMN Glucose Glucose

27)00 100 99 280 5 UNKNOWN
28) Do you know the results of a recent CBC of Pt538?
'l YES

Please enter CBC results in the following table

LUIA- df
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WBC Percent Percentl
SPMN BANDS

29)" UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
3Cl Has Pt538 had any injury or insult to, or defect in tne central-

nervous-system (excluding neurosurgery)?
NO

35) Is meningitis a hospital-acquired infection?
00 WHY

[i.e. WHY is it important to determine whether the infection was acquired
while the patient was hospitalized?]

[2.0] This wiiI aid in determining the organisms (other than those seen on
cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection.
It has already been established that

[2.1] the infection which requires therapy is meningitis, and
[2.2] organisms were not seen on the stain of this pending csf culture,

and
[2.3] the type of the infection is bacterial, and
[2.4] neurosurgery is not one of the relevant items from the history

of pt538, and
[2.5] the age of pt538 is greater than 10 days

Therefore, if
[2.6] the infection was acquired while the patient was hospitalized

then
there is evidence that the organisms (other than those seen on

cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection is e.coli
(.75) staphylococcus-coag-pos (.3) pseudomonas-aeruginosa (.3)
klebsieila-pneumoniae (.5)

Author: Yu
[RUIE545]

[back tc question 35...]
00 HOW 2.3

[i.e. HOW was it established that the type of the infection is bacterial?]

The following rules concluded about:
the likelihood that the type of the infection is bacterial

Rule Yes No

[2.7] RULE148 (.19)
[2.8] RULE500 (.51)
[2.9] RULE501 (.95)

[3.0] RULE502 (.97)
[3.1] RULE526 (.98)
[3.2] RULE504 (.97)
[3.3] RULE524 (.98)

II



Thus, is has been established that the type of the infection 7,::cteral.

[baCk to question 35...]

00 HOW 2.5

[i.e. HOW was it established that the age of pt538 is greater than 10 days?]

In answer to question 2 you said that the age of pt538 is 34 years

Thus, it has been established that the age of pt538 is greater than 10 days.

[back to question 35...]
Y

39) Is Pt538 a burn patient?

0 WHY

[Ci.e. WHY is it important to determine whether PATIENT-538 has been
seriously burned?]

[4.0] This will aid in determining the organisms (other than those seen on
cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection.
It has already been established that

[4.1] the infection which requires thereoy is menngit s, and

[4.2] organisms were not seen on th4 stain of this pending csf cultjre,
and

[4.3] the type of the infection is bacterial
Therefore, if

[4.4] pt538 has been seriously burned

tnen
there is suggestive evidence (.5) that pseudomonas-aeruginosa is one

of the organisms (other than those seen on cultures or smears)
which might be causing the infecticn

Author: Yu
[RULE578]

[back to question 39...]
*0 WHY

[i.e. WHY is it important to determine the organisms (other than those seen

on cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection?]

[5.0] ... in order to determine the therapeutic regimen of PATIENT-538.
If

[5.1] information has been gathered about organisms isolated from the

patient, organisms noted on smears of the patient, negative
cultures of the patient, suspected infections without
microbiological evidence, current drugs of the patient and

prior drugs of the patient, and

[5.2] an attempt has been made to deduce the organisms which require

therapy, and
(5.3] You have given consideration to organisms (other than those



seen in cultures or smears) which might be present. -: und
at least one organism which requires therapy.

then

determine the best therapy recommendation from among the drugs likely

to be effective against the significant organisms

[RULE092]

[back to question 39...]
Y0 y

I have found evidence (RULE545 RULE557) that treatment should cover for

E.coli causing meningitis.

I have found evidence (RULE545 RULE557 RULE578) that treatment should cover
for Pseudomonas-aeruginosa causing meningitis.

I have found evidence (RULE545 RULE557) that treatment should cover for

Klebsiella-pneumoniae causing meningitis.
I have found evidence (RULE507) that treatment should cover for Diplococcus-

pneumoniae causing meningitis.

40) Does Pt538 have focal neurological signs?

UNKNOWN
[Determining which drugs are desirable for use against the E.coli...

[Determining which drugs are desirable for use against the Pseudomonas-

aeruginosa...]
[Determining which drugs are desirable for use against the Klebsiella-

pneumoniae...I

[Determining which drugs are desirable for use against the Diplococcus-
pneumoniae ... ] .I

My therapy recommendations will be designed to treat for organisms

that either are very likely or, although less likely, would have a
significant effect on therapy selection if they were present. It is
important to cover for the following probable infection(s) and
associated organism(s):

INFECTION-I is MENINGITIS

+ <ITEM-I> E.COLI [from clinical evidence only]
+ (ITEM-2) PSEUDONIONAS-AERUGINOSA [from clinical evidence only]

" <ITEM-3> KLEBSIELLA-PNEUMONIAE [from clinical evidence only]

+ <ITEM-4> DIPLO JCCUS-PNEUMONIAE [from clinical evidence only]

41) Does Pt538 have a clinically significant allergic reaction to any
antimicrobial agent?

NO

[Considering AMPICILLIN-AND-GENTAMICIN for use against INFECTION-i...]
42) Do you have reason to suspect that Pt538 may have impaired renal

function?
we NO

43) Pt538's weight in kilograms (or <number> POUNDS):

so 70

[REC-1] My preferred therapy recommendation is as follows:

N!



In order to cover for Items <1 2 3 4>:
Give the following in combination:
1) AMPICILLIN
Dose: 3.5g (28.0 ml) q4h IV [calculated on basis of 50 mg/kg]

2) GENTAMICIN
Dose: 119 mg (3.0 ml, 80mg/2ml ampule) qah IV [calculated on basis of

1.7 mg/kg] plus consider giving 5 mg q24h Intrathecal
Comments: Monitor serum concentrations

Since high concentrations of penicillins can inactivate
aminoglycosides, do not mix these two antibiotics in the same IV
bottle.

3 Alternatives to First Choice Therapy Are Available

Do you wish to see the next choice therapy?

0 YES

Which, if any, of the above drugs do you wish eliminated from consideration?
•* AfIPICILLIN

[Considering GENTAMICIN for use against INFECTION-I...]
[Considering PENICILLIN for use against INFECTION-I...]

[REC-2] Next best therapy recommendation:
In order to cover for Items <1 2 3>:

Give: GENTAMICIN
Ooe: 119 mg (3.0 ml, 80mg/2ml ampule) q8h IV [calculated on basis of

1.7 mg/kg] plus consider giving 5 mg q24h Intrathecal
Comments: Monitor serum concentrations

In order to cover for Item <4>:
Give: PENICILLIN
Dose: 3.5 million units (7.0 il) q4h IV [calculated on basis of 50000

units/kg]

RECOMMENDATION-2 is equivalent to RECOMMENDATION-i.

Would you like to see details of this comparison?
* NO

Do you wish to see the next choice therapy?
NO

. .. . ... . "- ' . . . . . .--. . . . ' . . I I II I I~ ~ i I I



4 Answers to User's Questions about this Consultatcn and

About the Knowledge Base

Please ask any simple-English questions regarding the above
consultation session or the overall knowledge of the consultation
system. When discussing the consultation above, please refer to
organisms, cultures, etc. by their numeric names (eg. ORGANISM-i).
Questions which were asked during the consultation may be specified
by the numbers that preceded them above, (e.g., 'WHY DID YOU ASK
QUESTION 1?'). Control-O will abort type-out, or 'cancel' the current
question. Type HELP for a list of the options available. Enter the
word STOP when you have no further questions.

Type HELP for the list of question options.

' HELP

QA-OPTIONS:
(Type ctrl-O to abort printout)
ADVICE - prints suggestions for using the QA system effectively
QT - prints examples of question types recognized by the system
EQ <numbers> - prints an explanation of the specified

question(s) from the consultation, e.g., EQ 8 13
LP ,object type> - prints list of attributes associated

with object.type, e.g., LP CULTURE. (Object types are
patient, infection, culture, organism, and drug.)

PR <numbers> - prints specified rule(s), e.g., PR 373 49 87 2
EXPLTHER - prints a short description of the therapy program
REC - prompts user for alternative therapy RECommendation and

compares it to mycin's recommendation
RX infection> <organism identities> - prints treatment lists for

specified organisms causing the indicated infection, e.g..
RX MENINGITIS ENTEROCOCCUS

JUSTIFICATION - when rules are printed out, include their
justifications

LITERATURE - when rules are printed out, include their literature
references

NOJUST - stop giving justification and/or literature with rules
TERSE - print rules in terse format
VERBOSE - turns off terse printing of rules
STOP - escape from QA-module
HELP - prints this list

00 JUSTIFICATION

00 LITERATURE

00 WHY DID YOU TREAT E.COLI?

ITEM-I is E.coli associated with meningitis. I decided to treat ITEM-i on
the basis of clinical evidence only.

The following rules concluded about:



0

the likelihood that e.coli is one of the oroanisms (other ' r, those
seen cn cultures or smears) which might be causing the in. ct ion

RULE545 was used to conclude that e.coli is one of the organisms (other than

those seen on cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection
(.74). The last question asked before the conclusion was made was 35.

RULE557 was used to conclude that e.coli is one of the organisms (other than

those seen on cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection

(.93). The last question asked before the conclusion was made was 37.

The parameters most frequently used in these rules were:

the infection which requires therapy
whether a smear of the culture was examined
whether organisms were seen on the stain of the culture

the type of the infection

Would you like a summary of ALL the parameters used by these rules? "" YES

Parameter (rules with this parameter)

the white count from the patient's peripheral CBC (in thousands) (557)
whether the results of a recent CBC of the patient are available (557)
whether the infection was acquired while the patient was hospitalized (545)

the age of the patient (545)
,ne relevant Items from the history of the patient (545)

-he tyoe of the infection (545, 557)
whether organisms were seen on the stain of the culture (545. 557)
whether a smear of the culture was examined (545, 557)
the infection which requires therapy (545, 557)

- WHY DIDN'T YOU GIVE TETRACYCLINE FOR E.COLI IN REC-1?
Shall i describe the therapy algorithm for you?** YES

DESCRIPTION OF THERAPY SELECTION

[Type '0 to abort printout]

MYCIN s designed to provide optimal therapy recommendations. The
program uses the following three steps:
The first step ranks the drugs for each organism that requires

therapy. Rules for doing this take into account invitro (lab) sensitivities
and the patient's response to prior and current therapies. In the absence
of other information, default lab sensitivities are used. Preference is
given to current therapies if certain criteria are satisfied.

Next, I or 2 drugs are selected to cover for the organisms which are

most likely to be causing the infection. As many of the "less likely"

organisms as possibie are treated, but they are disregard altogether if
3 or more drugs are necessary. Throughout, preference is given to
drugs that appear higher in the treatment lists. (These lists can be

examined via the RX option.)
Finally, the set of drugs is tested for patient factors that preclude

their administration, such as allergies. age, and renal function.
TETRACYCLINE was not prescribed for ITEM-I
TETRACYCLINE was not prescribed for ITEM-I in RECOMMENDATION-I because:

, " .', -, " -. . .'
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T T2ACYCL ,E uS d IscouP ted fr r 1TEll- I Lecause tre re s
tris e.coli is nit sensitive to it.

Would you like to see some cetails7" NO

*0 HOW O0 YOU USE THE TYPE OF THE INFECTION?

The following rules use:

the type of the infection

154, 578. 574, 572, 570, 565, 564. 559, 557. 553, 551. 549. 547, 545. 543,
541, 539. 537, 535. 533, 531. 529, 523, 520, 519. 517, 515. 513, 511, 507,

300. Z89. 238. 237. 280. 174, 167

The parameter most frequently concluded by these rules is:
the or:ar-'sms totner than those seen on cultures or smears ';wnch ri:,nt

be cas'n- tie ,nfection

Would you like a summary of ALL the parameters concluded by these rules?
NO

hich of the rules 3o you wish to see?

RLE2

[Th's -jle apt' ies ta all cultures, and is tried in order to find out about
cc nrganisms (other than those seen on cultures or smears) which might
ae cas irig tne infection]

-)e infection which requires therapy is meningitis, and
) The type of the infection is funcal, and
) Organisms Mere not seen on the stain of the culture, and

4 The patient is not a compromised host, and

5! The catient has been to an area that is endemic for

c cC:d 'Cmvoses, nd
The race of the patient is one of: black asian indian, and

Thn The cryptococcal antigen in the csf was not positive
Then: There is suggestive evidence (.5) that cryptococcus is not one of

the organ-sms (other than those seen on cultures or smears)
wh'cn mignt be causing the infection

Author: YU
Justificaticn - ark-skinned races, especially Filipino, Asian, and Black

,in that 3rj_-' have an increased susceptibility to coccidiomycoses
menincitis.

Literature: Stevens. D.A. et al. Miconazole in Coccidiomycosis. Am J Med,

60:11-2G0, Feo 1976.

00 HOW 00 YOU TREAT PNEUMOCOCCAL PNEUMONIA
The MYCIN system currently can treat the following infections: BACTEREMIA
MENINGITIS CYSITIS. Because the knowledge base is incomplete, all other

Infections will be treated like bacteremia.

For treatment of OIPLOCOCCUS-PNEUMONIAE in BACTEREMIA
7',- drugs of choice ranked by relative efficacy, assuming sensitivity)



ist choice:
: L LLIN

A 1fI ILL IN

2ndc choice:
N;FC ILL IN
CEPHALOTHIN
ERYTHROMYCIN
CLINDAMYCIN

3rd choice:
TETRACYCLINE
CHLORAN PHENICOL
VANCOMYC IN

Duration of therapy: 28 days

00 WHAT DOSE OF ERYTHROMYCIN DO YOU RECOMMEND?
When ERYTHROMYCIN is given for BACTEREMIA, the recommended dosage is:
if age is > 12 yrs then 12 mg/kg q6h IV

else if age is > .08 yrs then 5 mg/kg q6h IV
else if age is > .02 yrs then 5 mg/kg q12h IV

[Different dosages are recommended for different infections.]

• HOW DO YOU TREAT CYSTITIS
In general, treatment for an infection depends on the causative organism.
Please include in your question the organism of interest.

"* STOP

'6
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